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Dear parents

Happy belated New Year. The first edition of ‘The Owl’

of 2022 starts a busy year for our children and the

College. Y11 and Upper Sixth pupils have been

working incredibly hard for their mock examinations.

They have been nervous but despite not sitting formal

examinations previously, I am very proud of the

Upper Sixth for leading by example with their

preparation and mature approach to learning.

Of course some students know they have to work harder but

overall we have been impressed with both year groups.

They have dealt with so much in the last two years and we

will be right by their side to give them every opportunity to

thrive this summer.

For our Y11s, they are making their IB choices for next year.

In recent years we have added numerous subjects to the

curriculum such as Global Politics. We have also given more

choices for pupils and due to the popularity of subjects such

as Economics, we are advertising for a full time teacher

currently. We are looking to appoint a full time Mathematics

teacher and we will have a vacancy for a Science teacher, as

we wish to expand the Departments. I look forward to writing

to you with news of appointments.

Last term we appointed a new Director of Sport for

September 2022. Mr Kench will be joining us from Harrow

School Bangkok, where he is currently Assistant Director of

Sport and Head of Golf Academy. He has previously been a

Head of Rugby at a school in the United Kingdom, having

played for Yorkshire and having been a semi professional

player. He brings a great deal of experience and he

impressed us all, including the pupils, during his interview

with us. He is a high class sportsman and academic. We

look forward to his family joining the College. Mr Rinke has

been appointed Acting Director of Sport for the rest of the

academic year and he is doing an excellent job.

Furthermore, news of a highly impressive hockey

appointment will be with you in the next Owl.
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One change we wish to introduce is SOCS

(https://www.misocs.com/) and we will shortly be sending out

information about this. SOCS will enable the College's Sports

Calendar to be easily available, with all fixtures, results, team

sheets and administrative details available in one place. The

SOCS school sports calendar will give parents a simple to use

online calendar which can be accessed across a whole range

of devices, including mobile phones. SOCS is currently used

in over 800 schools across the country and you are able to

view other schools results and match information while also

accessing previous years' records of fixtures. We are looking

forward to this transformative communication tool and to

receiving feedback from parents once we go 'live'. I am sure

some of our fixtures will be against overseas schools on future

overseas tours.

Congratulations to the girls’ U16s team and to their coaches.

Today they have excelled at the National Finals. Having

reached the national outdoor finals, they confirmed their place

as one of the best sides in the country. In the next Owl we will

be highlighting what they have achieved. I also wish our U15s

good luck in the National Rugby Cup this week. College

success in netball, football, Hockey and in equestrian is

extremely impressive. Our Prep School children have been

excelling too and I take great joy in a culture where there is a

love of the outdoors from 3-18.

On Sundays, our Performing Arts Department work hard to

ensure that the ‘Night of the Musicals’ will be a night to

remember. I am excited about all that is happening at the

College, and I know 2022 will be a year where our pupils

continue to excel inside and outside the classroom. I couldn’t

be prouder. It is hard to believe what they have achieved in

the first two weeks of term.



While the girls are playing their U16s indoor hockey finals (as we type), the boys have started their hockey

term in style with glorious wins for the First XI and Second XI teams against Barnard Castle.

The Second XI eventually ran out clear winners, though initially things did not look to be going their way. Struggling in the first half,

the boys found the extra yard to run out 4 – 0 winners. Alfie Wood claimed a starring role by scoring a hat-trick, capping a

wonderful second-half performance.

The First XI game was a tale of two short corners and a saved penalty flick. A well-worked short corner, the first of the game, saw

Scarborough College go ahead in the first half. Cian Dickinson ghosted in to steal a second before the final score was reached

through the boys’ second short.

Barney had a change to get back into the game at 2 – 0 as they were awarded a penalty flick after some slack defending and

wayward passes across the back. Up stepped Duncan Brown who, with a superb save on his stick side, prevented Barnard Castle

from being able to turn things around.

In the netball, the girls game up against some very strong Terrington Hall opposition. While the U12s lost 6 – 9, the U13s were

defeated 8 – 10. Mrs Ramsey and Mr Rinke saw some impressive performances and a lot of positives for the term ahead, with girls

eager to perform and develop.

SPORTS ROUND-UP



TRIATHLON SUCCESS FOR LILY-MAE

Huge congratulations to Lily-Mae Hirst who competed in

the Pendle and Craven Thriathlon and finished 2nd place

overall.

Lily-Mae came in 7th in the swim with a glorious personal

best. A muddy cross country run saw her finish 3rd while

an impressive first place finish in the shoot secured her a

second-place finish overall. Well done Lily-Mae!

THE FREEMAN FIRST FOUNDATION BACKING
FOR GOLF STAR

Talented golfer Tommy Risker has successfully secured grant funding

from the Freeman 1st Foundation to aid his golfing development and his

dreams to become a professional golfer.

The Freeman 1st Foundation (F1F) is a charity located in Bridlington that has

been set up to enable talented young people to achieve their goals and reach

their full potential within their field. Support is awarded to individuals on the

grounds that the recipient has a particular talent or ability and will benefit from

such support. The charity’s trustees are Lesley Jackson as well as Old

Scardeburgians Leanne Brewis (Sanderson) (1999) and Stuart Sanderson

(2012).

Following an application to the F1F, in which Tommy detailed his

achievements and future strategy, the F1F decided to grant Tommy the

backing to take his sporting achievements to the next level. Leanne Brewis,

F1F Trustee said: "Upon receiving Tommys application we were impressed by

his golfing achievements, in particular his strategy to become a full-time

professional golfer. Tommy is a great role model to aspiring juniors and

beginners and is exactly the kind of person we want to support. We are looking

forward to seeing him progress."

LA FACE BY WILLIAM ATKINSON

Will Atkinson (Year 6) decided to take his creative talent and

knowledge of French to the next level with his fabulously

detailed French prep collage of the face. Following a series of

lessons studying parts of the body, Will created his face with

various items around the home, including recycled materials.



By Ms Blakeston

The seemingly basic but essential skills of summarising, note taking and highlighting key information require

explicit teaching before they can be used to produce meaningful and useful results. During the first week of

the new term, Year 9 have been diligently learning how to use Cornell notes - a universal form of summarising

key information to be used for comprehension, revision and to initiate further study of key texts and topics.

Summarising through note taking is an essential academic skill - not just in the subject of English, but in a cross-

curricular manner, across all disciplines which require the process of interpreting and storing key facts and information

within each topic of study.

Cornell note taking, a universally applied method which requires students to create a streamlined summary of key

information, can be used for review, reflection and revision of source material in any academic subject. The method

was devised in the 1950s by Walker Pauk, a professor of Education at Cornell University and is to this day an

understandably popular method due to its allowing an opportunity for a complete learning cycle to take place on each

page. Each cycle, split into three areas, consists of a main notes, concise summary and key comments or questions

section, using an accessible and readable layout.

Students in Year 9 have been busy learning the Cornell method, first creating their template to model their future notes

upon, then practising the method by summarising a podcast of their choice for homework, before finally applying their

developed skills to a chapter of Of Mice and Men. The work produced showcases how Cornell note taking has

provided students with the skills to effectively and efficiently create useful summaries which they can return to and

utilise time and time again. In the not too distant future, these Year 9 students will be applying the method like experts

in University lectures and seminars, remembering (hopefully fondly) when they first used Cornell notes to summarise

the introduction of the characters of George and Lennie and the American Dream.

SKILLS FOR LIFE IN ENGLISH – CORNELL NOTE TAKING



INTRODUCING MEL D’EATH

By Mr Fraser

Scarborough College relies on the many unsung colleagues who work ‘behind the scenes’ to ensure that

teaching and learning can take place effectively. One such colleague in the Science Department is Mel D’Eath

our Senior Lab technician.

Mel joined the College in 2014. Her role is pivotal in ensuring that all the practical activities planned by teachers to

enhance the learning experience of our pupils are ready for use at the beginning of lessons.

I caught up with Mel to ask her about a normal day in her life at the College. She explains, “I am on my feet all day

moving equipment from prep rooms to one of the six laboratories. I usually prepare at least five of six different activities

each day and try to stay at least a day ahead in my planning. My duties extend to ordering equipment for the

Department and this can be anything from glue sticks to eyeballs!’’

I asked her about what she enjoys most about her job, without hesitation she commented, “The great variety of things I

have to do. I particularly enjoy the in-depth work I do with Sixth Form students as they design and complete research for

their IB Extended Essay or Internal Assessments. My knowledge base has grown enormously over the past six and a

half years through networking with technicians in other schools via social media as well as completing a lot of reading

and attending courses.”

Mel has launched several initiatives since arriving in post. The College now hosts an annual themed Science Day for

local primary schools and when not assisting older students setting up complex research projects she might be outside

helping prep school pupils build a bug house.

In a previous life, Mel worked for twenty years at McCain prior to starting at the College. I asked about her experience

working for a large multinational company. She reflects, “I trained initially in the microbiology lab on a YTS placement

and for a long time I was a food technologist involved with product development for ranges such as home fries and

microchips. However, we would undertake a lot of research for products that were not eventually launched’’.

Away from the College, when not looking after her own two teenage children, she can be found pounding the pavements

and footpaths of Scarborough. In her final year at McCain she took up running to get fit, commenting that, “I couldn’t run

to the end of my street without becoming out of breath.” After completing the Scarborough 10k and Leeds half marathon

she joined Scarborough Running Club and has completed both the Great North Run and her first marathon.

We are extremely fortunate as a Department to work with such a dedicated and knowledgeable lab technician. Although

she is always very busy Mel was keen to stress how supportive colleagues are of each other and how grateful our pupils

are for the help and guidance that she offers.


